• Job Title
  • (100% Remote) Webmaster / Database Administrator

• Location
  • Remote / telecommute but must live in San Diego county

• Employment Type
  • Compensation and frequent bonuses directly tied to company growth

• Overview
  • Early stage startup company is seeking an exceptionally motivated webmaster with at least intermediate HTML, CSS, JavaScript, PHP, Linux CentOS, and MySQL database skills. Must thrive in an independent, offsite, results oriented position where earnings are directly tied to company performance.

• Duties
  • Responsible for overall and continuous development, maintenance, updating of company and customer websites
  • Ensure proper functioning of ordering, billing, and image uploading functionality
  • Standard database administration responsibilities
  • Publish customer websites using existing design templates, text, and imagery
  • Additional duties may be assigned

• Requirements
  • Work independently with minimal oversight
  • Extremely detail oriented
  • Focused on results

• Technical Skills (at least intermediate proficiency in all)
  • HTML
  • CSS
  • JavaScript
  • PHP
  • Linux CentOS
  • MySQL
  • Nice to have: experience with visual design principles, Android & iOS app development, familiarity with AutoDesk 3ds Max Design 2013

• Work Eligibility
  • Must live in San Diego county and be legally authorized to work in the United States

• Application Process
  • Please email resume and any supporting materials to clarkx2012@gmail.com